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		This book is the ideal companion for web designers and developers wanting to create
	
		mobile experiences using jQuery Mobile.
	

	
		jQuery Mobile has appeared in the market to solve one problem: dozens of mobile
	
		platforms and browsers and the need to create compatible interfaces for all of them.
	

	
		This book requires just basic knowledge of HTML (any version), and basic JavaScript
	
		is helpful for the last chapters. The reader doesn't need to understand HTML5, Java-
	
		Script, or jQuery to use most of the jQuery Mobile framework and the contents of this
	
		book.
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Langford's Starting Photography, Fourth Edition: A guide to better pictures for film and digital camera usersFocal Press, 2005
If you are serious about learning photography this is the book needed to get started. 

This authoritative classic, written by a leading international photography writer and lecturer has been updated by successful photographer, lecturer and best-selling Photoshop Elements author, Philip Andrews. 

Benefit from his skill,...
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Engineering Asset Management - Systems, Professional Practices and Certification: Proceedings of the 8th World Congress on Engineering Asset ... (Lecture Notes in Mechanical Engineering)Springer, 2014

	This proceeding represents state-of-the-art trends and developments in the emerging field of engineering asset management as presented at the Eight World Congress on Engineering Asset Management (WCEAM). The Proceedings of the WCEAM 2013 is an excellent reference for practitioners, researchers and students in the multidisciplinary field of...
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Bond Investing For DummiesFor Dummies, 2007

	Bonds and bond funds are among the safest and most reliable investments you can make to ensure an ample and dependable retirement income — if you do it right! Bond Investing For Dummies helps you do just that, with clear explanations of everything you need to know to build a diversified bond portfolio that will be there when you...
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Dynamic Oracle Performance Analytics: Using Normalized Metrics to Improve Database SpeedApress, 2018

	In the practice of performance tuning, change is inevitable. New

	techniques are created; old ones are updated. The volume of metrics,

	especially those contained in Oracle’s Automatic Workload Repository

	(AWR), is multiplying almost daily. Despite the autonomous database,

	monitoring tools, and other similar tools, the level...
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Sports Psychology For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Sports psychology is a relatively new field, but it’s one of the fastest-growing areas in sports performance. Professional sports are big money, and teams want a return on their investment in their players. So it should come as no surprise that every NFL, NBA, MLB, and NHL team employs someone trained in sports psychology to assist them...
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Spoken Language Processing: A Guide to Theory, Algorithm and System DevelopmentPrentice Hall, 2001
Our primary motivation in writing this book is to share our working experience to bridge the gap between the knowledge of industry gurus and newcomers to the spoken language processing community. Many powerful techniques hide in conference proceedings and academic papers for years before becoming widely recognized by the research community or the...
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